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A PROCLAMATION TO AMEND THE
INCOME TAX PROCLAMATION

ָ የወጣ ዋጅ

#ُዮጵያ ፌዴֶףዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐֵክ
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/01/  ُנטאየגከֳـው ٍውጇָ፡፡
1.

15h Year No. 15
ADDIS ABABA 9th January, 2009

WHEREAS, it has become necessary to amend the
Income Tax Proclamation N0. 286/2002;
NOW, THEREFORE, in accordance with Article 55 (1)
and (11) of the Constitution of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia it is hereby proclaimed as follows:

1. Short Title
This Proclamation may be cited as the “Income Tax
(Amendment) Proclamation No. 608/2008”.
2. Amendment
The Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002 is
hereby amended as follows:
1/

The reference to the “Federal Inland Revenue
Authority” in sub-article (13) of Article 2 of the
Proclamation is repealed and replaced by the
“Ethiopian Revenues and Customs Authority”.

2/

The following new sub-articles (17), (18) and
(19) are added following sub article (16) of
Article 2 of the Proclamation:
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“ኤַክُ_צክ אገ7Z የٍדወּׂשያ7
ክፍያ ዘዴ”  ֳُדኮוፒውף ـይዝድ
የግghُ ውٍא ץጠ וׂשየגፈጸו
የٍדወּׂשያ7 የክፍያ ץםዓُ hው፣

17/

‘electronic filing and payment system’
means a method of E-filing and Epayment made by using a computerized
net work;

08/ “የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ” ֳُד
የጥ פገዘ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ
ወይ וየJያጭ hּׁשጣ עכאያ hው፣

18/

‘sales register machine’ means a cash
register machine or a point of sale
machine;

09/ “ k ֳُד ”ּתףየJያጭ אאዝገּתያ
עכאያዎ٤ ወይעכא וያው
ֶይ ـጭ
ገָግֹُ የרגጥ
׳ፍُ ዌ ץወይ וnֳً  וድ
ֶይ የגያר ץׂשው hው፡፡”

19/

‘supplier’ means a person who supplies
sales register machines or software
which gives service loaded on the cash
register machine or supplies both in one
to tax payers.

07/

3/ የ ዋጁ
ׂשጽ !3 ዑ
ׂשጽ /01/
ץרـዞ גከֳـው ዲ ዑ
ׂשጽ
/01/ ــክָّ፣

3/ Sub article (11) of Article 23 of the Proclamation
is repealed and replaced by the following new
sub article (11):

“01/ ግ ץየגከፈָُ ገאֳ ּתወר
ֳግድ ףםው  ُנ גּהየـደ
נገ የጥገ7 እ7 የ דያ ُክክֳZ
ወጪ እዲׂשh ይደנጋָ፡፡ ወጪው
ֳእץጅ7 k7J  ُנראከֲhው
የዕr sያ ከֶ ِאይ ከֲh ִב
 ִבዕrው የዘאv  עׂשየאዝገ
ዋጋ ֶይ ـደ צוወጪው እץጅ7
k7J ደ  ُנטאይָֹٍור፡፡”

“11/ In determination of taxable business
income deduction of the actual amount
of maintenance and improvement
expenses of a business asset is permitted.
Where the actual amount of expense is in
excess of 20% of the depreciation base
of the asset, the whole expense shall be
added to the book value of the asset at
the year end to increase the depreciation
base of the asset.”

4/

 ዋጁ ׂשጽ $1 ዑ ׂשጽ /3/፣ ׂשጽ
$3 ዑ ׂשፅ /3/፣ ׂשጽ $4 ዑ ׂשፅ
/3/፣ ׂשጽ %6 ዑ ׂשፅ /3/ እ7 ׂשጽ
%7 ዑ ׂשፅ /2/ אጨֶ נይ የגከֳـው
ዲ ፓףግףፍ ـጨָקו፣

4/

“ግ ץከፋዩ ֳግָםֳֹו ץጣv אክፈָ
ያֳُ ግ ץየግָםֳֹו ץጣv גወ
ክֳው የፋይ7  וּהـኩָ ወይ וኤַ
ክُ_צክ የאገ7Z ዘዴ ٍדወk אክ ፈָ
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡ ይֱ ֶ ףם ץףטይ የ גውָُ
ጊዜ
#ُዮጵያ
የገּתዎ٤7
ጉו
סክ
ָםֳֹוጣ גወጣ የׁዝ  ٍדወּׂשያ
ይገֳፃָ፡፡”

5/  ዋጁ ׂשጽ $3 ዑ ׂשጽ /3/ ውጥ
“ከወ סየאጨ ׂש נጀץם ִֹُו צו
ׂש7ُ ውጥ” የֳגው ּנግ ץרـዞ “ከወס
የאጨ ׂש נጀׂש כֶט ִֹُו צו7ُ
ውጥ” ֳגው ــክָّ፡፡

The following new paragraph is inserted at the
end of sub article (3) of Article 51, sub article
(3) of Article 53, sub article (3) of Article 54,
sub article (3) of Article 66 and sub article (2)
of Article 67 of the Proclamation:
“The tax to be paid to the tax Authority by the
tax payer can be made to financial institution
delegated by the tax Authority or through
electronically filing and payment system. The
Ethiopian Revenue and Customs Authority by a
public notice to be issued shall announce the
commencement of such mode of payment.”

5/

The phrase “Within ten days from the last day
of each month” in sub article (3) of Article 53
of the Proclamation is repealed and replaced by
“Within thirty days from the last day of each
month.”
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6/ The missing text of paragraph (b) of sub article
(2) of Article 87 of the Amharic version is
inserted.

“ֳ/  ! ץ/sያ ֱ ץ/፡፡”
7/ ከ ዋጁ
ׂשጽ (1 ׂשጥֹ የגከִُـ
ዲ ዑ ׂשጾ٤ (1፣ (1ֳ እ7 (1ּ
ـጨנוዋָ፣
“(1
(1
(1 
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1/ ዕውk7 ያָרـጠው ወይםֳֹו ו
ָጣv ዘድ ያָאـዘገ עכאያ
ወይ וየJያጭ hּׁשጣ ׳ፍُዌת ץጠ
 וׂשከـደـֳ ُרנጠֳ ُאׂשእ
ያዳዱ עכאያ  ץ$ ይׂש
ጣָ፣
2/ עכאያው ጥገ7 ֶይ  ֳֹُוጊዜ
ካֲָh  ץׂשـJያጭ אאዝ
ገּתያ עכאያ ከٍ אـደרנ
ውጪ ֶַ ד7ْው וዓይhُ
ደ רנወይ וያֳደ רנግይُ
ካከ7ወh  ץ$ ይׂשጣָ፣
3/ Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ֶይ
ጉዳُ ያደ רנወይ וየፊתካָ ד
ٍወ ው እዲׂשየ ץያደנገ ወይו
ጉዳُ ֳדድ נወይٍד וወ
ው ֳׂשאየב ץከ ףያደנገ ከֲh
 ץ1) ይׂשጣָ፣

7/ The following new sub articles 91b and 91c are
added after Article 91 of the Proclamation:

“91a. Penalties for Failure to Meet Requirements of the use of sales Register
Machines
Any person who has the obligation to use
sales register machine shall be liable for a
penalty of :
1/ Birr 50,000 if found using sales register
machine or point of sales machine
software not accredited or registered
by the tax Authority;

2/ Birr 50,000 for carrying out transactions
without receipt or invoice or for using
any other receipt not generated by a
sales register machine except at the
time the machine is under repair;

3/ Birr 100,000 if caused damage to or
change of fiscal memory or attempts
to cause damage to or change of fiscal
memory;

4/

የግָםֳֹו ץጣ ـףטZ የJ
ያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ץם
ዓُ ኦዲُ እዳያደץግ רא7ክָ
ከፈጠ נወይעכא וያው ֶይ
ዓُא
ድ ጊዜ  ገָግֹُ
דዕከָ የَክ_ክ  ףאץוካֶደנገ
! ץ5 ይׂשጣָ፣

4/

Birr 25,000 for obstructing inspection
of the audit system of a sales register
machine by officer of the Tax
Authority or for failure to have annual
machine inspections performed by a
service center;

5/

ግድ ףםው ֳגጠ ُוׂשየJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ
עכאያ
ከ ገָግֹُ
דዕከָ ጋ ץውָ ካָፈጸ אወይ וየJ
ያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያውያው
ከגץـ7ָ ጋ ץያያይዝ ከـጠאׂש
ወይ וየJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכא
ያው የא ףאץוዝገ ከעכאያው ጎ
እዲאׂשጥ ካֶደנገ ወይ וJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ የאـዘገ ּשዕrዎ٤ אـ
ֶJ אደנጋْው ወይ וደZው የאـ
ֶJ ጥያ דkֶאـ ּשנJ אዝገ
ֶይ ُክክָ אאዝገ ּשይנጋገጥ
የֶאـJ ደ רנከרጠ ! ץ5
ይׂשጣָ፣

5/

Birr 25,000 for not having a valid
service contract with an authorized
service center for a sales register
machine in use, or for using the sales
register machine without connecting to
the terminal, or for not keeping the
inspection booklet besides the sales
register machine, or for issuing refund
receipts without properly recording the
return of goods or customers’ request
for refund in the refund book;
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6/

የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያው 
 ּُבץወይ וከ kֶ וይ ֲh
וክያُ ጉዳُ የደֲא ُרנv
ገָግֹُ אጠُ תያץּהጥ מ
ُ ׂש7ُ ጊዜ ውጥ ወይֶַ ו
ד7ْውו וክያُ የJያጭ אא
ዝገּתያ עכאያው ָJُ ֹוጋጠ
אው nֳُ רዓُ ውጥ ֳ ገָግ
ֹُ דዕከִ7 ֳግָםֳֹו ץጣv
ካֶٍወ ץ ׂש0 / ץ  ץם/
ይׂשጣָ፣

7/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ የׂשג
אጥُ የግድ ٍ ُክክֳZ
ድֳ ףግָםֳֹו ץጣv ያֶٍ
ወ ׂשእደֲh  ץ$ /s כו
ץ/ ይׂשጣָ

8/ የ ድף
ወይ וየֳ וውጥ
תያደנግ ወይ וየግድ ףם
ው የגያץּהጥ  ֲתከُמ
ׂש7ُ
ׂשድ ֳ זገָግֹُ
דዕከִ7 ֳግָםֳֹו ץጣv
ያֶٍወ ׂשእደֲh ! ץ5
ይׂשጣָ፣
9/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያው
ጥkֶ וይ גውָُ የግድ
ٍ ףםው፣
/

የـጠrגው ו፣ የግድ ו፣
የግዱ  ףםየגካְድُ
ድ
 ף፣ የٍክ ከፋይ ֳאያ ּׁשጥץ፣
የJያጭ אאዝገ ּתያ עכאያው
የዕውk7 እ7 የאጠגׂשያ ፈrድ
ּׁשጥץ፣

ֳ/

/የJያጭ ـףט٤ עכאያው
የֶـ₪ ከֲh ግָםֳֹו ץጣv
ፈrድ የٍـ אـከٍٍይ ּׁשጥץ
ያֳው ደֳ רנደZው የא
ጠُ ግዴٍ
ֳֹْוው/ የָג
ٍדወּׂשያ፣ እ7

ּ/

/ደ רנየדይרጥ ከֲh
ይክ
ፈִ/ የָגጽnፍ ያֳُ ٍד
ወּׂשያ፣
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Birr 10,000 for failure to inform the
Tax Authority and the machine service
center within three days of the
termination of a sales register machine
use due to theft or irreparable damage,
or within two hours for failure to
report machine malfunction due to any
other causes;

7/ Birr 50,000 for failure to notify the Tax
Authority the correct place of business
the sales register machine is in use;

8/ Birr 25,000 for failure to notify the Tax
Authority change of name or address
or for failure to notify the Tax
Authority and Service Center three
days in advance in cases of
termination of business;

9/ Birr 10,000 for failure to put a conspicuous
notice containing one or all the following
information at a place where the machine
is installed:
a)

name of the machine user, trade
name, location of trade, taxpayers’
identification number, accreditation
and permit numbers for the sales
register machine;

b)

text stating that “in case of
machine failure sales personnel
must issue manual receipts
authorized by the Tax Authority”;

c)

text that reads “Do not pay if a receipt
is not issued”;

ግָጽ7 ٍגይ ٍ ֳጥፎ
ካָـገ  ץ0 ይׂשጣָ፣
0/ ֶ ףםይ የዋֳው የJያጭ hּׁשጣ
׳ፍُዌ ץየግָםֳֹו ץጣv ዕው
k7 רָֹוጠው רው እዲׂשየץ
ወይ וእዲ ָ ካደנገ " ץ
ይׂשጣָ፡፡

10/ Birr 30,000 for changing or improving a
point of sales machine software by a
person not accredited by the Tax
Authority.
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(1ֳ.
ֳ. የ kּתףhُ ግዴٍዎ٤ ֳֹו
אወጣُ የגጣָ ׂשאጫ
דZው וየJያጭ אאዝገ
ּתያ עכאያዎ٤ ወይ׳ וፍ
ُዌץ
kּתףhُ ዕውk77
ፈrድ የרـጠው רው፣
1/ የግድ ףםው የ ድף
ֳውጥ ֳግָםֳֹו ץጣv
ካֶٍወk  ץ1) ይׂש
ጣָ፣
2/ ግָםֳֹו ץጣv ዕውk7
ያָרـጠው የJያጭ אא
ዝገּתያ עכאያ ֳገያ ካዋֳ
 ץ5) ይׂשጣָ፣
3/ ֳእያዳዱ የJያጭ אא
ዝገּתያ עכאያ וዝገ ֹוከግ
ָםֳֹו ץጣv የעכאያ
ֳאያ ּׁשጥ ץካָወרደ ወይו
የወרደው የעכאያ ֳאያ
ּׁשጥֳ ץእይٍ גያא٤
ٍ עכאያው ֶይ ካֳ
ጠፈ  ץ$ ይׂשጣָ፤
4/ ֶ ףםይ  ִֹוየJያጭ אאዝ
ገּתያ עכאያዎ٤ ֶይ የגያደץ
ገው ד7ْውֳ וውጥ ֳግץ
ָםֳֹוጣv kድגያ ካֶٍ
ወ ׂשወይעכאֳ וያው ጠr
ג וׂשያףףው የ ጠrוׂש
עאאያ ውጥ ُክክֳZ ያֲָh
נאጃ ካገ ֹוወይُ וክክ
ֳZው נאጃ ከׂשh ץ ר1)
ይׂשጣָ፤
5/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያዎ٤
נטאrْው ወይֵ וጠገv
דይ٢ָُ nٍ  ደጋ וክ
ያُ ָJُ የደֹْורנው ֲא
v ٍውׂשው እዲـኩֶْው
ֳגጠይ ּׁשየ ገָግֹُ דዕከ
ֶُ ׂש ُמ7ُ ውጥ ֳדk
אֳ נ٢ִ ֳግםֳֹו ץ
ָጣv ׂשድ זካֶٍወץ ׂש
$ ይׂשጣָ፤

6/ ውָ ֳـዋዋֶْው የ ገ
ָግֹُ דዕከֶُ נאጃ
ካָያዘ ወይ וውֶْው
ֶנּהጡ ወይו
ዲ
ֳـዋዋֶْው
የ ገָግ
ֹُ דዕከֶُ ֳግֳֹו ץ
ָםጣv ካֶٍወץ ׂש
$ ይׂשጣָ፡፡
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91b. Penalties for Failure to Observe Supplier’s
obligations

Any person who is accredited and
permitted for the supply of sales register
machine or soft ware shall be liable for a
penalty of:

1/ Birr 100,000 for failure to notify change
of business address to the Tax
Authority;
2/

Birr 500,000 for selling a sales register
machine not accredited by the Tax
Authority;

3/ Birr 50,000for failure to get a machine
registration code for each sales register
machine from the Tax Authority or for
not affixing the machine code stickers
on a visible part of the machine;

4/

Birr 100,000 for failure to notify to the
Tax Authority in advance any change
made to the sales register machine in
use or for inserting or adding incorrect
information or for omitting the correct
information from the manual that
guides the use of sales register
machine;

5/

Birr 50,000 for failure to notify the
Tax Authority in advance or for not
being able to replace, within three
days of the request made by a service
center, sales register machine lost due
to theft or sustained irreparable
damage;

6/ Birr 50,000 for failure to keep
information about service centers with
which it has signed agreements or for
failure to notify the Tax Authority
about contracts terminated or newly
entered agreements with service
centers.

gA
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ׂשאጫ ד7ْው וየJያጭ
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Penalties for Failure to Observe Sales
Register Machine Service Center’s
Obligations Any Sales Register Machine
Service Center shall be liable for a penalty

1/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ
የፊתካָ ٍדወ
ــካ
nֳُ ׂש7ُ ውጥ ֳግץ
ָםֳֹוጣv ካֶٍወץ ׂש
! ይׂשጣָ፤

1/

Birr 20,000 for failure to report to the
Tax Authority within two days of
change of the fiscal memory of a sales
register machine;

2/

ውָ የገֹْוֹוው የJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያዎ٤ ዓ
ُא
ድ ጊዜ የَክ_ክ
 ףאץוካֶደנገ ! ץ
ይׂשጣָ፤

2/

Birr 20,000 for failure to perform
annual technical inspections on sales
register machines that are under
contract;

3/

kּתףው ዕውk7 ይרጠ
ው7 ግָםֳֹו ץጣv
ዘድ ይאዘገ טֶ ףם
ףדው ֳእያዳዱ ףט
ـZ  ץ$ ይׂשጣָ፡፡

3/

Birr 50,000 for deploying every person
not certified by the supplier and not
registered by the Tax Authority.”

8/ ከ ዋጁ ׂשጽ (7 ׂשጥֹ የגከ ִُـዲ
ׂשጽ (7፣ (7ֳ እ7 (7ּ ـጨנוዋָ፤

8/ After Article 97 of the Proclamation the
following new Articles 97a, 97b and 97c are
added:

“(7
. የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ጠr
ֳאג וׂשከُ ֳגፈጸו
ጥፋُ

“97a. Violations of the Requirements of the
use of Sales Register Machines

דZው וJያጭ אאዝገּתያ כא
עያ የאጠ וׂשግዴٍ ያֳُ רው፣

Any person who has the obligation to
use sales register machine;

1/

ግָםֳֹו ץጣv ዕውk7
ያָרـጠው ወይ וያָאـዘገ
የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ከـ
ጠ אׂשጥፋـZ ֲאv ፍץድ
ُ נתጋገጥ ከ ድ ዓד ُא
ያ7 ከnֳُ ዓד ُאይָጥ
እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፤

1/ commits an offence if found using a
sales register machine not accredited
or registered by the Tax Authority
and shall, upon conviction, be
punished with imprisonment for a
term of not less than one year and
not more than two years;

2/

עכאያው ጥገ7 ֶይ ֳֹُו
ጊዜ ካֲָh  ץׂשـJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ከٍאـ
ደ רנወጪ ወይ וያֳደנ
 רግይُ ካከ7ወh ጥፋـZ
ֲאv ፍץድ ُ נתጋገጥ
ከ ድ ዓד ُאያ7 ከn
ֳُ ዓד ُאይָጥ እם
 ُףይׂשጣֳ፣

2/

except at the time the sales machine
is under repair, commits an offence
if carried out transactions without
receipt or invoice or used any other
receipt not generated by a sales
machine and shall, upon conviction,
be punished with imprisonment for a
term of not less that one year and
not more than two years;

gA
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3/

Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያው
የፊתካָ ٍדወ
ֶይ ጉዳُ
ያደ רנወይ וየፊתካָ ٍדወ
ው እዲׂשየ ץያደנገ ወይו
ጉዳُ ֳדድ נወይٍד וወ
ው ֳׂשאየב ץከ ףያደנገ
ከֲh ጥፋـZ ֲאv ፍץድ ُ
נתጋገጥ ከ ُמዓד ُאያ
7 ከ  ُוዓד ُאይָጥ
እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፤

3/ commits an offence if caused damage
or change to the fiscal memory of a
sales register machine or attempts to
cause damage or change to the fiscal
memory and shall, upon conviction,
be punished with imprisonment for a
term of not less than three years and
not more than five years;

4/

የግָםֳֹו ץጣv ـףטZ የJ
ያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያው
ץםዓُ ኦዲُ እዳያደץግ רא
7ክָ የፈጠ נወይעכא וያው
ֶይ ዓ ُאድ ጊዜ  ገָ
ግֹُ דዕከָ የَክ_ክ ףאץו
ያֶደנገ ከֲh ጥፋـZ ֲאv
ፍץድ ُ נתጋገጥ ከድُ
ወד ץያ7 ከ ድ ዓُא
דይָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፤

4/

5/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያው
የגገُ የግድ ٍ ُክ
ክֳZ ድֳ ףግםֳֹו ץ
ָጣv ያֶٍወ ׂשእደֲh
ጥፋـZ ֲאv ፍץድ ُ
נתጋገጥ ከድُ ወד ץያ
7 ከ ድ ዓד ُאይ
ָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፡፡
(7ֳ.
ֳ.  kּתףዎ٤ የגፈጸ בጥፋِ٤
דZው וJያጭ אאዝገּתያ
עכאያዎ٤ ወይ׳ וፍُዌ ץkף
ּתhُ ዕውk77 ፈrድ የרـጠው
רው፤
1/ የግድ ףםው የ ድֳ ףውጥ
ֳግָםֳֹו ץጣv ካֶٍወׂש
ጥፋـZ ֲאv ፍץድ ُ
נתጋገጥ ከ ድ ዓד ُא
ያ7 ከnֳُ ዓד ُא
ይָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፤
2/

ግָםֳֹו ץጣv ዕውk7
ያָרـጠው עכאያ ֳገያ
ካዋֳ ጥፋـZ ֲאv ፍץድ
ُ נתጋገጥ ከ ُמዓُא
דያ7 ከ  ُוዓُא
דይָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፤

commits an offence if obstructed
inspection of the audit system of a
sales register machine by officer of
the Tax Authority, or if failed to
have annual machine inspections
performed by a service center and
shall, upon conviction, be punished
with imprisonment for a term of not
less than six months and not more
than one year;

5/ commits an offence if failed to notify
to the Tax Authority the correct
business address where a sales
register machine is in use and shall,
upon conviction, be punished with
imprisonment for a term of not less
than six months and not more than
one year.

97b. Offences by Suppliers
Any person who is accredited and
registered to supply sales register
machines:

1/

commits an offence if failed to report
to the Tax Authority a change of
business address and shall, upon
conviction,
be
punished
with
imprisonment for a term of not less
than one year and not more than two
years;

2/

commits an offence if sold a sales
register machine not accredited by the
Tax Authority and shall, upon
conviction,
be
punished
with
imprisonment for a term of not less
that three years and not more than five
years;
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3/ ֶ ףםይ  ִֹוየJያጭ אא
ዝገּתያ עכאያዎ٤ ֶይ የגያ
ደץገው
ד7ْውו
ֳውጥ
ֳٍክ ָםֳֹוጣv kድגያ
ካֶٍወ ׂשወይעכא וያው
የ ጠrעאא וׂשያ ውጥ
ُክክֳZ ያֲָh נאጃ ካገֹו
ወይו
ُክክֳZው
נאጃ
ከׂשh רጥፋـZ ֲאv ፍץድ
ُ נתጋገጥ ከ ُמዓُא
דያ7 ከ  ُוዓُא
דይָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፡፡

3/

(7ּ
ּ . Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያዎ٤ የ ገָግֹُ
דዕከָ7 ـףט٤ የגፈጸ בጥፋِ٤

1/

ד7ْው וየJያጭ אאዝገּתያ
עכאያዎ٤ የ ገָግֹُ דዕ
ከָ kּתףው ዕውk7 ያָרጠ
ው7 ָםֳֹוጣv ዘድ ያָـ
אዘገ ـףטZ ֶ ףםይ
 ِץדרከـገ ጥፋـZ ֲאv
ፍץድ ُ נתጋገጥ ከ ድ
ዓד ُאያ7 ከُא ُמ
דይָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፡፡

የ ዋጁ ׂשጽ (9 ג ׳ץטـከֳـው
ዲ ׂשጽ (9ــክָّ፤
“(9. ግָםֳֹו ץጣv ـףט٤ የגፈ
ፀ בጥፋِ٤
1/ የዚֱ ዋጅ ድጋጌዎ٤ ֳד
ፈፀ וግץ
ָםֳֹוጣ
የׂשـጠד נZውר וው፣
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commits an offence if failed to notify
the Tax Authority in advance any
change made to the sales register
machine in use, or if inserted incorrect
information to or omitted the correct
information from the manual that
guides the use of sales register
machine and shall, upon conviction, be
punished with imprisonment for a term
of not less than three years and not
more than five years.;

97c.Offences by Sales Register Machine
Service Centers and their Personnel
1/ Any sales register machine service
center commits an offence if deployed
a service personnel that is not certified
by the supplier and not registered by
the Tax Authority and shall, upon
conviction,
be
punished
with
imprisonment for a term of not less
than one year and not more than three
years.
2/

2/ ד7ْው וየJያጭ אאዝገּתያ כא
עያዎ٤ የ ገָግֹُ דዕከָ ףט
ـZ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכא
ያ ያֳ ገָግֹُ דዕከִ7 የግ
ָםֳֹו ץጣv ዕውk7 ከፈٍٍ
ወይ וከገጣጠ אወይ וየJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ይֶJ ֲ
ֹ እJጉ ካh ወይו
ካִ
ከׂשየ נወይ וእhዚֱ የִרא
ድץጎِ٤ ከፈጸ אጥፋـZ ֲאv
ፍץድ ُ נתጋገጥ ከ ץ5
דይָጥ የገዘ ׂשאጫ እ7
ከ ድ ዓד ُאያ7 ከُמ
ዓד ُאይָጥ እ ُףםይׂש
ጣָ፡፡”

9/

9th January, 2009 …. page

9/

Any personnel of a sales register machine
service center commits an offence if,
without the knowledge of the service
center and the Tax Authority, dismantle or
assemble a sales register machine, or if
deliberately removed the seals on a sales
register machine or changed parts of a
sales register machine not reported to have
any break down, or if committed any
similar act and shall, upon conviction, be
punished with a fine of not more than Birr
5,000 and imprisonment for a term of not
less than one year and not more than three
years.”

Article 99 of the Proclamation is repealed and
replaced by the following new Article 99
“99. Offences by Tax Authority Employee

1/

Any person employed by the Tax
Authority for enforcing the provisions
of this Proclamation who:

gA
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/ ׁግ ֵ ُנטאያገ ው ከגገ
ֹוው ክፍያ ወይ וJָُד
ውጪ ከׂשـጠـ ُנግ ץֹוጋץ
ـያያዘ ׂשጥٍ ወይׂש וጥ
ـZ ֲָֹוh אገድ የገዘ
ወይ ֶַ וዓይhُ ክፍያ ወይו
ጦٍ እዲደנግֳُ የጠየׂש
ወይ וየ ֳׂשـወይֳ וክ
ፍያው ወይֳ וጦٍው ـፋ
ወይא וያዣ የጠየ ׂשወይו
የ ֳׂשـእደֲh፣

a)

c)

ּ/ ዚֱ ዋጅ ֳግָםֳֹו ץጣv ከـ
רጠው ָםጣ ֶይ የ ףטወይו
רـጠው ָםጣ ያֳ ግ ֹוየـ
ጠ אׂשእደֲh፣

2/

Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ
ـጠrגው ወይ  וገָግֹُ
דዕከִ ወይـףט וZው ወይו
 kּתףው የـፈጸד א7ْው
ׁ וገ ወጥ
ድףጎُ እያወׂש
ወይـָْ וhُ !4 רዓُ ጊዜ
ውጥ ֳግָםֳֹו ץጣv עፖُץ
ያֶደנገ እደֲh፤ ጥፋـZ ֲאv
ፍץድ ُ נתጋገጥ ከ ץ5
דይָጥ የገዘ ׂשאጫ እ7
ከ ድ ዓד ُאያ7 ከُמ
ዓד ُאይָጥ እ ُףםይׂש
ጣָ፡፡

exceeds the power conferred upon
the Tax Authority or misuses such
authority;

Any employee of the Tax Authority
who, in violation of the rules and
procedures of the use of sales register
machines:
a)

ֳ/

in connection with any of his
duties, directly or indirectly asks
for or receives a payment or
reward, whether pecuniary or
other wise, or promise or security
for that payment or reward, not
being a payment or reward to
which he is lawfully entitled to
receive;

commits an offence and shall, up on
conviction, be punished with a fine of not
more than Birr 50,000 and imprisonment
for a term of not less than 10 years and not
more than 20 years.

ጥፋـZ ֲאv ፍץድ ُ נתጋገጥ
ከ ץ$ דይָጥ የገዘ ׂשאጫ
እ7 ከ0 ዓד ُאያ ከ! ዓُא
דይ ָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፡፡

/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ
የፈٍ ወይ וየገጣጠ אወይו
የ ገָግֹُ דዕከָ ـףטZ
ֳַُ ֶ ףםይ እዲውָ
የፈׂשደ ወይ וየעכאያው
ֳאያ ּׁשጥ ץያׂשያየ נእደ
ֲh፣ ወይו
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b) enters into or acquiesces in an
agreement to do or to abstain from
doing any thing, or to permit,
conceal or connive at any act
where by the tax revenue id
defrauded or which is contrary to
the
provisions
of
this
Proclamation or to the proper
execution his duty; or

ֳ/ ከግג ץገ ው ገֶ ּתይ דጭץ
 ץወይ וከዚֱ ዋጅ ድጋጌዎ٤
ወይ וከרـጠው ٪ֶፊhُ ָאካו
ፈጻጸ וጋ ץየגrـ נግץֹו
ֳאፈፀו፣ דድנግ የגገֹוው
ከדድנግ ֳׂשٍא፣ ـገ ּתያֲָ
h hገאֳ ץፍׂשድ፣ ግֶ ץይ
የגፈፀ וየדጭـ ץץግץֹו
ֳאደk ወይג וጥـאֳ ץ
ግ ץውָ የገ ֹוወይג וገֹוው
ד7ْው וውָ ውጥ ዚֱ ـግ
 סֹוـא ץֹוየגያይ ווhُ
የרጠ እደֲh ወይו፣

2/ የግָםֳֹו ץጣv ـףטZ የJ
ያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያዎ٤
ጠr וׂשደ7 עאאያዎ
٤ ֳֶـאፍ፣
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dismantles or assembles a sales
register machine or approves its
utilization without the presence of
a service personnel or changes the
machine registration code; or

b) knowingly or negligently fails to
report to the Tax Authority,
within 24 hours, offences
committed by the user, service
center or its personnel or supplier
of a sales register machine;
commits an offence and shall, upon
conviction, be punished with a fine of
not more than Birr 5,000 and
imprisonment for a term of not less
than one year and not more than three
years.
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3/ የግָםֳֹו ץጣv ـףטZ ያֳ
ו ּׂשክያُ ጉዳይ דጓُـ
ግ ץከፋይ ֶይ ֳגያደרץው
ጉዳُ ፍُ ץ׀׀ያֳُ
٪ֶፊhُ እደـጠ ֲ ׂשጥፋ
ـZhً ፍץድ ُ נתጋገጥ
ከ ድ ዓד ُאያ7 ከn
ֳُ ዓד ُאይָጥ እُףם
ይׂשጣָ፡፡”
0/ የ ዋጁ ׂשጽ 1)02 ዑ ׂשጽ /1/
ץרـዞ גከֳـው ዲ ዑ
ׂשጽ
/1/ ــክָّ፤
“1/

የይግ ֹוጉֹוኤ የרጠው ው ׁግ
נገድ ֱ ُـhው  ֳُדያָـ
ד דדZውـ וከףካ עወገ
የይግ ֹוጉֹוኤው የጽֽፍ ው
ደרנው " ׂש7ُ ውጥ ָםጣ
ֳֶው ይግ גר ֹוፍץድ ُ
ይግֵ ֹוያ ץׂשይ٤ֶָ፡፡”

01/ የ ዋጁ ׂשጽ 1)02 ዑ
ـJָק፡፡
02/

ׂשጽ /4/

የ ዋጁ ׂשጽ 1)04 ዑ ׂשጽ /1/
ץרـዞ גከֳـው ዲ ዑ
ׂשጽ
/1/ ــክָّ፤
“1/ דZው וደנጃ የגገg የግץ
ይግ גר ֹוጉֹוኤ  ֶֹُוየግዱ
ֱـ רـנወካዮ٤ ጨׁ צוዝ
ዘድ ֶֹْוው ٍዋּׂשhُ7 ٍדhُ፣
ֶֹْוው ጠkֶֶ7 ָዩ ዕውׂُש፣
እዲnו
ከግץ7
נׂשጥ
ጋץ
ـገ7
ጥፋُ ካָፈፀר בዎ٤
אካከָ ץאـጠው ይרየִד፡፡”

03/

04/

ከ ዋጁ ׂשጽ 1)04 ዑ ׂשጽ /4/
ውጥ “ከዚֱ ֶይ  ׂשጽ 1)03/3/
ከـዘנዘא ُסካከָ” የֳגው ּנግ
ץרـዞ “ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /3/
ከـዘנዘא ُסካከָ” ֳגው ــክָّ፡፡
የ ዋጁ ׂשጽ 1)04 ዑ ׂשጽ /6/
ץרـዞ גከֳـው ዲ ዑ ׂשጽ /6/
ــክָّ፤
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The Tax Authority’s officer shall be held
responsible for any damage caused to a
taxpayer by delaying without any good
cause, the performance of his/her duty.
Such officer in addition to being held
liable for the damage, shall, upon
conviction, be punished with imprisonment
for a term of not less than one year and not
more than two years.”

10/ Sub article (1) of Article 112 of the
Proclamation is repealed and replaced by the
following new sub article (1):
“1/ Any party dissatisfied with a decision of
the Appeal Commission, on the ground
that it is erroneous on any matter of law,
may appeal to the competent court of
appeal within 30 days from the date of
receipt of the written decision of the
Appeal Commission.”

11/ Sub article (4) of Article 112 of the
Proclamation is repealed.
12/ Sub article (1) of Article 114 of the
Proclamation is repealed and replaced by the
following new sub article (1):
“1/

Members of Appeal Commission at every
level shall be appointed from among
persons, including representatives of
business communities, having good
reputation, acceptability, general and
professional knowledge, and who have not
committed any offence in connection with
tax and tax administration.”

13/ The phrase “by appropriate entities listed under
Article 113(3) above” is repealed and replaced
by the phrase “by the appropriate organs from
among persons referred to in sub article (3) of
this Article.”
14/ Sub article (6) of Article 114 of the
Proclamation is repealed and replaced by the
following new sub article (6):
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“6/ የדZው וየግ ץይግ גר ֹוጉֹוኤ
 ָֹוየ ገָግֹُ ዘֳ אnֳُ
ዓ ٍُאጊዜ ይֲ7ָ፡፡ ይግ ֹוጉֹוኤ
ወይ וጉֹוዔው ٤ֹُ ֵאׂש
ץhُ እዲያገֳግָ የנאـጠ רው
የ ףםዘֳ אnֳُ ዓ ُאወይו
ُוክhُ የנאـጠ  ֲתየـካው
רው ֳנׂשው የ ףםጊዜ ይֲ7ָ፡፡
ከnֳُ ዓֶ ُאይ የ ףטየጉֹוዔ
 ָֹוእዳፈֶጊhً ድጋנאֵ גጥ
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡”
3.

ዋጁ የגፀ7ُ ጊዜ
ይֱ ዋጅ ፌዴ ָףhጋ ُעጋዜጣ ٍُז
ከወጣُ ׂש
 ׂשጀ צוየፀ7 ይֲ7ָ፡፡
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“6/ The term of office of a member of an
Appeal Commission shall be for two years.
A member appointed to chair an Appeal
Commission or a panel of the Commission
shall serve in that capacity for two years or
the remaining period of that other
member’s term if he is a substitute. Where
necessary, any member of an Appeal
Commission may be assigned for another
term of office.”

4. Effective Date
This Proclamation shall enter into force up on the
date of publication in the Federal Negarit Gazeta.
Done at Addis Ababa, this 9th day of January, 2009

ዲ  ֹוጥ ץ1 ׂש
 ׂש21 ዓ.ו
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